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Additional qualitative results

Please see Figure 3 for dense landmark predictions on the entire 300W Challenging dataset, using a ResNet 101 [4].
Please see Figure 4 for qualitative comparisons between our approach and
several recent methods for 3D face reconstruction in the wild.
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Eintersect

Since our 3D face model contains separate parts for the teeth and eyeballs,
intersections can occur. Though they are uncommon, we encourage the optimizer
to avoid face mesh self-intersections by penalizing skin vertices that enter the
convex hulls of the eyeballs or teeth parts.
Eintersect = Eeyeballs + Eteeth
We attach a sphere of fixed radius to each eyeball center. For each eyelid skin
vertex that falls inside its corresponding eyeball sphere, Eeyeballs penalizes the
squared distance between that vertex to the sphere’s exterior surface. Since this
is trivial to implement, we will omit the details.
However, the teeth cannot be well-represented with a simple primitive like a
sphere, so Eteeth is more complicated. Instead, we represent the upper and lower
teeth parts each with a convex hull of J planes defined by normal vector n̂j and
distance to origin pj . Lets say I represents a set of lip vertices we wish to keep
outside one of these convex hulls.
X
Eteeth =
Di2
i∈I

Where Di measures the distance the ith skin vertex is inside the convex hull,
Di = min {di,1 , . . . , di,J }
j∈J

and di,j measures the internal distance between the ith skin vertex and the jth
plane of the convex hull.
di,j = −min (n̂j · xi + pj , 0)
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Fig. 1. To extract a distortion-free Region-of-Interest (ROI) of the head we run a fullhead sparse landmark CNN (a) on multi-scale sliding windows across the full image
(b), take the landmarks from the most confident window (c), inscribe an expanded
square around them, and use it as our ROI (d) for our dense landmark CNN.
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Fig. 2. When running in real time, we extract ROIs using an affine transform. The
eyes and mouth, shown as green points in (a) are remapped every frame to a fixed
triangle in ROI space (b). The resulting rotated ROI rectangle, shown in red in (a) is
remapped into the square (b).
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Region-of-Interest extraction

Our method is “top-down”, so it relies on being provided a reasonable Regionof-Interest (ROI) of a face. During offline processing, where compute is not
paramount, we prefer to extract distortion-free ROIs from a full image, with
zero rotation and uniform scaling (see Figure 1).
When running in real time, we modify our ROI strategy to perform more
data normalization, producing ROIs where the eyes always appear in the same
place, and the mouth always appears on the same horizontal line (see Figure 2).
This corresponds to a rotation and non-uniform scaling. While this makes the
task easier for the dense landmark CNN (preferable for low-capacity neural networks), it breaks down for profile faces, so we prefer the distortion free approach
described in Figure 1 when compute is not constrained.
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Fig. 3. Dense landmark predictions for all of the images in 300W Challenging dataset.
Note the accuracy of our landmark model in challenging scenarios including extreme
expressions, occlusion, pose variation, lighting variation, and poor image quality.
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Fig. 4. Further qualitative comparisons between our approach and publicly available
recent previous methods for monocular 3D face reconstruction.
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Additional implementation details

Training details. Both (a) the 703 landmarks model with pretrained ResNet
101 [4] backbone for offline multi-view fitting and (b) the 320 landmarks model
with pretrained MobileNet V2 [7] backbone for real-time monocular fitting, were
trained with batch size 128 and learning rate schedule StepLR(step size=100,
gamma=0.5). We used AdamW [5] in the PyTorch library [6] with default optimizer hyperparameters.
Focal length initialization and optimization. If the focal length of the
camera is known, we keep it fixed during 3D model fitting. Otherwise, if it is
unknown, we initialize it to be 45 degree effective horizontal FOV, and optimize
it together with other 3D face model parameters. For simplicity, we assume the
principal point is at image center and focal length value (in pixels) is the same for
x and y direction (square pixels) Empirically, we found that these assumptions
were acceptable.
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